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ABSTRACT 

A model for the natural history of a progressive disease is developed. The model has three disease states and can be 

expressed as the joint distribution of two survival random variables. Covariate information is incorporated into the model 

using proportional hazards model. The likelihood function is developed with the necessary assumptions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The model for the natural history of a progressive 

disease was introduced in a set of three papers: Albert, 

Gertrnan, Louis [I] and Albert, Gertman. Louis and Liu 

[2] and Louis, Albert and Heghinian [7]. Since Louis is 

an author in all three papers, we will refer to this model 

by Louis model. This model has three disease states: 

disease free state, preclinical state and clinical state. This 

model can be expressed as the joint distribution of two 

survival random variables X andY, where X is the time 

(age) when the patient entered the preclinical state, and 

Y is the sojourn time in the preclinical state. For 

example, in cancer studies, X is the time for tumor onset 

and T =X+ Y is the time when the symptoms surface. 

In heart disease studies, X could be the time of getting 

the first heart attack, and T = X + Y is the time of death 

of coronary heart disease, or could be the time of getting 

the second heart attack. In this model, X and Y are 

considered fixed points in a person's life, and do not 

change over time. 
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Consider a population of patients at a specific time. 

Associated with this population is a set of pairs (X,Y) 

values. This set of pairs has a probability density 

dunction denoted by f (x, y). Notice that allowing X= oo 

and Y = oo in Louis model means that f (x,y) is a mixed 

density with a lump of probability at infinity points and 

the marginal densities of X and Y are generally defective 

(total probability is less than unity). In this model, f (x,y) 

will be asumed continuous (so the lumps at infinity will 

have zero probability), by making the assumption that if 

the patient lives long enough with no other competing 

risks intervening in the natural history of the disease 

state model, then the patient will enter the preclinical 

state and then the clinical state eventually. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

The joint survival function for two nonnegative 

random variables (X, Y), given by Clayton and Cuzick 

[4] is 
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F(x,y)= [e1 At(x)+eYAz(y)_1]- 111 

, y > 0, X > 0, y > 0, (2.1) 

where y is an association parameter between X and Y, 

and At and A2 arc the cumulative hazard functions for X 

and Y respectively. The joint density function of (X, Y) 

is 

(2.2) 

where D (x, y) = eYAJ(x)+ eYA2(y) -1, 

y > 0, x > 0, y > 0, At and "'-2 arc the hazard functions as

sociated with X andY, respectively. 

Consider a random sample of n observations (Xt. 

Y t). (X2, Y 2), ... , (Xn, Y n), of the two random variables 

(X, Y) whose joint density function is given by equation 

(2.1). We partition the X axis into intervals 11, lz, ... , IM 

and theY axis into intervals It. I2, ... ,IN. 

We will use the assumption of constant baseline 

hazards by [3] and [6] (i.e, AJi (x) = Jlti• x Eli and "'-2j 

(y) = 112j, y Elj) in the ith and jlh intervals respectively. 

We model the hazard functions for the klh individual 

whose (X,Y) values fall in rectangle Ii x Ij, by assuming 

Cox's proportional hazards model holds for each of X 

and Y in each interval Ii and Ij respectively, where i = I, 

... , M and j = 1, ... , N. The proportional hazards 

model will allow us to include covariatcs in the model in 

order to study the effects of the covariatcs on X and Y. 

We assume that the vector of covariatcs z is 

p-dimcnsional and the same for both X andY. 

Thus the hazard functions A-1 and A-2 in the ith and jlh 

intervals for the kth individual whose observed (X,Y) 

value is (xk, Yk) arc defined as 

AJi (xk) = Jl.Ii ea' zk, Xk E Ii = ( ai, ai+l ], 

"'-2j (yk) = l12j c~· zk, Yk E lj = ( bj, bj+J1, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where IM = (aM, aM+d, a1 = 0, aN+I = =, IN = (bN, bN+d• 

b1 = 0, ~+I = 00, Jl.Ii is the baseline hazard for X in Ii, i 

= 1 ,2, ... , M and l12j is the baseline hazard for Yin Ij, j 

= 1, 2, ... , N. Note that the Jl.Ii 'sand Jl.Ij 's arc un-

known parameters to be estimated. zk is the value of z 

for the kth individual. a' = (a1, a2, .. , :~p) arc the co

efficients associated with z for the failure time X, and ~, 

= ( ~t, ~2 , .. ~P ) are the coefficients associated with z 

for the failure time Y.We will assume that the regression 
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parameters a and ~ for the covariatcs z arc constant (the 

same) for all intervals. 

After we divide the first quadrant of XY-Plane into 

rectangles, then each individual observed values (x, y) 

will fall in one and only one rectangle. 

We need to compute the cumulative hazard functions 

At (x) and A2 (y) associated with X and Y. First, we 

calculate the cumulative hazard function for the J<lh 

individual whose X value falls in the i th interval 

(assuming constant hazard over each interval) as follows. 

~ Xk 

A 1/xk) = J ~(u) du = J A.11(u) du + ... + J ~i-t (u) du + J A.1 i (u) du 

0 !1 ~-1 8 i 

Xk 

= J lltt ca'zk du + ... + J llt i-1 ea'zk du + J llt i &'zkdu 

It li-1 aj 

i·l 

= [ Lllir (ar+l- a,) +!lii (~-a i)] ea'zk 
r=l (2.5) 

Similarly, the cumulative hazard function A2 (y) for 

the kth individual whose Y value, say Yk· in the Jh 

interval is 

j-1 
A2/Yk) = [ L l12r (b r+ 1 - b ,) + l12j ( Yk- b j)] ef3'zk • (2.6) 

r=l 

where (br+t- br) is the length of the rth interval .. 

3. LIKELIHOOD FUNCfiON 

In this section we will build the likelihood function 

when the failure times of interest (X, T), instead of (X, 

Y). Practically speaking, it is more advantageous to deal 

with the joint distribution of (X, T), where T = X + Y, 

rather than the distribution of (X,Y). The progressive 

disease model (P.D.M) has two nonnegative failure time 

random variables (X, T), with X S T. To write the 

likelihood function when (X, T) are the observed 

variables, we cannot apply Clayton and Cuzick joint 

density function in this case, since X $ T. To apply the 

Clayton and Cuzick formula we model it for (X, Y) first, 

where X > 0 and Y > 0, as we have done earlier and then 

we make the transformation X= X and T =X+ Y, to get 

the joint density function g (x, t) of (X,T) (the Jacobian 

is 1) as 
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Q ( X, t) = f (X, t-X ) 

=(y+l)A.l (x) "'-2Ct-x)cy[Al(x)+A2 (t-x)]o(-1/y-2)' (3.1) 

j-1 

Az/~-xk)=[ttllzr(br+l-br) +Jl2j(~-xk-g)] e~'zk. 

y > 0, 0 < x ~ t, At and A.2 the hazard functions for X and 

(T - X) and A1 (x) and A2 (t - x) arc the cumulative 

hazard functions for X and (T- X) respectively. 

To write the likelihood function, we assume that we 

haven observations (X1, T 1), (X2, T2), ... , (Xn, Tn) of 

the two random variables (X,T) whose density function 

g (x, t - x) is given above. The contribution to the 

likelihood function for the k1h individual whose (X,T) 

values falls in the I; x Im rectangle (then T - X will fall 

in some interval, say j, j ~ m) as 

M N 

f(xk,tk-)\)=l: ~ fii(xk'k-xk)I[(xk,lk -)\)Eljxii] 
1=1 )=1 

M N 
= k L (y + 1) 14; 112i e (a'+ 131 'k e YA1j (xk) c Y"2i (lf<- xk) 

1=1 j=l 

(3.2) 

where 

Let nij = the number of individuals whose (xk,tk- xk) 

E I i x Ij then 
M N 
L, L, nij = n. 
i=l j=l 

Then the overall likelihood for then individuals is 

n 

L ( a , j3, y, 111 11z, x, t ) TI f (xk , tk - xk) 

k=l 

The log-likelihood becomes 

n M N 

(3.3) 

logL= k log[~~ f;i(xk·~-x._)l[(xk,tk -xk)Cljxli]]. 

(3.5) 
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If for example, the k1h individual observed values (xk> tk) 

fall in rectangle Ii x Ij then (xk, tk - xk) fall in Ii x lj), 

then the likelihood contribution for the I(h individual 

simplifies to fij (xk> tk - xk), i.e 

M N 

f (xk. lk- )\) = L L f;/~, ~ - )\)I [ ( ~, t k - xk) E I i xI i ] 
i=l j=l 

.cYAzj(tk-'lclD .. k<-lty-2)' 
II (3.6) 

Therefore 

M N 

=I I I log f;j(xk-tk- ~>. (3.7) 
i =I i~ I k<Rll 

where Rij is the set of indices for those (X, T -X)s' in 

rectangle Ii x Ij. Substituting for fij (xk, tk-xk) in the 

above equation, we get. 
M N 

Jog L =I I ( n;iJog [ (y+ 1) J.li;!l2i] +I [ (a'+P') 2k 
i=l j=l kdl.jj 

+ y[Au (xt<) +Azi ( ~- ~)] + (-1/y-2) Jog qik ( ~· tk- ~)] ) , 

(3.8) 

The above likeelihood function coincides with the 

likelihood function derived by Oakes in [8], where he 

considered the special case of Clayton and Cuzick 

bivariate survival function when A 1 (x) = A2 (x) = x. 

This likelihood function coincides also with the 

likelihood function derived by [4]. 

This function can be maximized with respect to the 

parameter vector 

where p is the number of covariates and 

dim (9) = N+ M+2p+ 1. 
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